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VA picture of a scene so fair have I,—

T’A* granite* teem to wave in restful glee,
A cottage nestles ninth a maple tree,

A little pebbled brook is rippling by,
And distant, dimmed by twilight, shadows still, 
Uplifts in gentle slope a lofty hill,

Along an upward path and near the crest,
A laborer, on toil's surcease intent.
Is slowly climbing o’er the steep ascent 

Naught has the scene but peacefulness and rest 
To fill my soul with calm content until 
/ wonder what is seen beyond the hill.

Is there obscured as beautiful a spot Life's weary winding steep we all must climb •
Where sunshine brightens trees and fields as green, We form the future while along the way,
Or has the artist shown the fairest scene t The journey ever lessens day by day ;

While musing thus, there slowly comes the thought, And if we wisely walk in this brief time,
As life, is yonder view, and see we will Then will the scene our soul with rapture thrill,
The future, as we look beyond the hill. When we can gaze, at last, beyond the hill.

0 Father, loving, kind / hold Thou my hand 
And guide my footsteps that I climb aright,
So, when the land revealed may meet my sight, 

As I upon the distant summit stand,
All maybe fair, and beautiful, and still,
And / may see Thee there beyond the hill.
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